Local Rules 2020
The local rules as printed on this sheet are the only valid local rules.
1. COVID-19
The health restrictions in force must be respected. Respect the distances!
Please disinfect your hands on the DR, hole 1, 10 and 18 (disinfectant is provided).
Please disinfect your hands before and after touching the rake or flag (use your own
disinfectant gel).
Scorecards are given directly to the marker before the game. They have to be signed by
the marker, the player is not obliged to countersign, an oral confirmation to the
secretariat is sufficient.
2. New: OUT OF BOUNDS on hole 1 (cleared forest to the left of the fairway)
The new out of bounds area is defined by white stakes.
3. Out of Bounds
Over and beyond any boundary fence or margin of the course marked by white
stakes/white line and the boundary of the house to the right of the 1st green, to
the left of hole 9 and between hole 10 and the compact course to the left.
No free relief from the electric fence!
4. Dropping Zones : Holes 10 & 16 & 17
As an additional option to those provided under Rule 17 (penalty areas), dropping zones
have been designated behind the green on hole 10, behind the green on hole 16 and on
the left to the green on hole 17.
5. Hole 16 Penalty area BEHIND the green
The penalty area behind the green is defined by an electric fence with RED stakes.
The fence and the stakes must not be removed. If the fence or the red stakes are
interfering with your swing in the general area (but not in the penalty area), the player
may take free relief by dropping a ball in and playing it from the Dropping Zone.
6. Paths
If your ball lies on a path even if not artificially-surfaced, you are entitled to take free
relief (Free drop under Rule 16.1).
7. Staked Trees
Staked trees are to be considered an integral part of the course.
The ball must be played as it lies. Stakes must not be removed.
8. Ground under Repair (G.U.R.)
All areas marked by blue stakes and/or a line of white or blue paint are considered
G.U.R.. (Free drop under Rule 16.1).
9. WINTERGREENS Ground Under Repair (GUR); Play Prohibited
The wintergreens are ground under repair from which play is prohibited.
If a player’s ball lies in this area, or if this area interferes with the player’s stance,
the player must take relief under Rule 16.1f.
10. Pace of Play
Play Ready Golf whenever possible, except in Matchplay. “ Your place on the course is
not in front of the flight that follows you but immediately behind the flight that precedes
you “
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